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KEYBOARDS & KEYPADS
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

3600 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, IL 60087
312/360-3500. FAX 312-;;s60-3566
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ThumbNheei Switches

Keyboards and Keyswitches
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Cherry's Thumbwheel, Leverwheel &
Pushwheel Switches are available in
over 20 types including Industrial
Size Thumbwheels and l.everwheels
(Series no, LlO, TIl, LIl) Standard
Size Thumbwheels (Series T64, T65,
T71, Tn and T75); Miniature
Thumbwheels and Leverwheel (Series
T20, L20, T24, T35, T38, T62 and
T63); Subminiature Thumbwheel and
Pushwheels (Series T50, T51, T52,
T54, T56 and T57); Sub-Subminiature
Pushwheels (Series T55 and T59). We
offer many variations in output codes
and readout symbols. 8-10-12 and 16
positions, gloss or matte finish.
Sizes-.590" high .945/1 high
1.15/1 high 1. 20/1 high
1.88/1 hildl

VoiceScribe™
1000
Voice command of IBM PCIXT AT or
compatible. Create custom
vocabulary for any compatible
application as you speak, responds to
words or phrases. Ideal for hands
free inventory control systems,
quality assurance inspection program
or technical records transcriptions
... reduces error potential.
System includes complete operating
instructions, tutorials, Dragon KEY
MS-DOS program interface and
Dragon LAB application tools.
Software noise cancelling
microphone headset and Electronic
Printed Circuit Board to fit full
length expansion slot.
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Cherry is flexible, providing a broad range of
custom designed keyboards ... plus several
stocked standard keyboards with 83, 84, 101
and 126 key designs. Super enhanced
G80-2000 IBM compatible including Card
Reader, Bar Code Reader and Mouse for PCIXT
and AT systems. All current state-of-the-art.
Backed by more than 20 years of Cherry
know-how.
Basic keyswitches in three types . . . all with
gold wire contacts for high switching
reliability:
MX-Ergonomic design in modern full
travel low profile.

M8-Lowest profile keyswitch.
M7-Regular keyswitch profile.

Graphic Tablet

Software compatible with the top
CAD program. Create drawings and
graphics with your personal
computer.
Drawings can be erased or stored in
memory. Features relegendable menu
strips to execute drawing commands,
macros and symbols at a touch.
Has easy to use cursor puck and
sketching pen. Sixteen option
selector DIP switches allow user to
configure the tablet to his computer's
hardware and data format
requirements.
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